We theoretically study the interactions between plasmonic and photonic modes within a structure that is composed of two thin corrugated metallic plates, embedded in air. We show that the interactions depend upon the symmetry of the interacting modes. This observation is explained by the phase difference between the Fourier components of the two gratings. The phase can be controlled by laterally shifting one grating with respect to the other. Therefore, this relative shift provides an efficient "knob" that allows to control the interaction between the various modes, resulting in an efficient modulation of light transmission and reflection in the proposed structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [1] is rapidly developing over the last couple of decades. One of the active plasmonic related research topics is the waveguiding characteristics of multilayered plasmonic structures [2] . A basic example for such a structure is that of a thin metal film sandwiched between two dielectric (insulating) media (IMI).
For a thin enough film, the SPP modes guided by the two dielectric-metal interfaces are coupled through the metal, thus creating supermodes that exhibit a dispersion varying with metal thickness. A variant of the IMI structure that has been studied recently is a doubly corrugated metallic layer which was analyzed for sinusoidal [3, 4] and rectangular [5, 6] gratings, with possible applications for a band-gap plasmonic laser and optical filters.
A more complex multilayered configuration is the double metal plate structure, comprising of an insulator/metal/insulator/metal/insulator (IMIMI) interface. The dispersion equations and the waveguiding characteristics of this configuration have been studied by [7] [8] [9] . This structure was recently applied for the calculation of the optical forces between the metallic plates [10] . In this paper, we study a symmetric one-dimensional IMIMI structure, of which each of the two metallic layers is periodically corrugated. We analyze this configuration and show that the relative shift between the corrugated interfaces controls the interaction between the modes supported by the structure. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the control of these interactions enables tunable filtering properties of both the reflection and the transmission spectra. The computer simulations used for this study are based on the Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) method, also known as the Fourier Modal Method (FMM). We apply the factorization rules that lead to faster convergence for TM polarization [11] [12] [13] [14] . The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the modes supported by the structure are described and classified into groups. In Section 3, it is demonstrated how the interactions between the plasmonic and the photonic modes form an effective "absorption gap", both under normal and oblique incidence. In Section 4, we show how the shift in absorbance lines, can be utilized to obtain tunable filtering properties of the reflection and transmission spectra. Furthermore, we show (to our knowledge for the first time) how the poor transmission can be enhanced by introducing a large refractive index contrast between the substrate/superstrate and the air gap separating between the metallic plates. Fig. 1(a) shows a flat double plate structure, with metal layer thickness H M and dielectric gap between the plates H A . As previously analyzed [7] [8] [9] [10] , a symmetric double metal plate supports four plasmonic modes. These modes can be classified as two long range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPP) modes which can be either symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to each other (defined as LRS and LRA) and two short range surface plasmon polariton (SRSPP) modes which can also be either symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to each other (SRS and SRA). Throughout this paper the plane of symmetry is assumed to be in the middle of the dielectric gap H A (z=0) and the symmetry is defined with regard to the magnetic field Hy. The characteristic equation for the symmetric plasmonic modes in a symmetric IMIMI structure embedded in a uniform dielectric media is given by:
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II. MODES OF AN IMIMI STRUCTURE
where
is the decay constant along the Z direction and i = M,D for the metallic and dielectric layers respectively. To obtain the anti-symmetric modes, the term tanh (k D H A /2) should be replaced with coth (k D H A /2). Besides these four modes, the structure also supports Fabry-Perot modes (FPM) with k X =0 that reside between the two metal plates. Also, guided modes exist within the dielectric gap between the plates. For a not too thin metallic layer thickness, these modes can be approximately regarded as the TM metallic slab waveguide. As will be shown, the FPM and the TM guided modes have an important role when considering potential applications of the investigated structure.
Next we add a rectangular grating modulation with grating depth of H G (either outwards or inwards, see Fig 1. (b) and (c)). Thus, the permittivity function takes the form:
where L is the grating period. The Fourier components of the permittivity function are given by:
Where d/L is the duty cycle of the metallic ridge and S is the relative shift between the two gratings. Under normally incident illumination, the allowed k-vectors of the modes take discrete values of the multiples of the grating vector K (K=2π/L). 
III. MODE COUPLING AND INTERACTION
A 1D periodic structure has a bandgap which resides at the edges of the Brillouin Zone.
It was shown that for a periodic structure with grating vector 1K, no bandgaps are formed at normal incidence (k X =0 ), unless the grating has an additional 2K Fourier component [3] . As can be observed from Eq. 2, for the specific case of d/L=0.5, the even Fourier terms vanish and thus no 2K components exist. Therefore, for such a case no bandgaps should be formed at normal incidence. This issue and its consequences will be addressed again in Section 4. When considering a double plate structure in which each of the plates is modulated by a grating (Fig 1(b) and (c)), an additional "gap" mechanism arises. This "gap" is due to mode conversion as a result of phase matching between two distinct modes. The phase matching is highly dependent on the mode symmetry as will be shown immediately.
This mode conversion mechanism can be explained by the Coupled Mode Theory [15, 16] and is well known in photonic structures [17, 18] . It was also observed in an adiabatically varying plasmonic structure [19] , and by the interaction between a waveguide mode and a plasmonic mode [20] .
A. Weak interaction between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes
To demonstrate the above, we investigated a double plate structure of the type shown in 
with the following parameters: ε ∞ =4.017, ε 0 =4.896, Thus wavelengths smaller than the period of the grating (1 µm) excite this mode. Fig. 3 shows the magnetic field distribution of the three modes, calculated for a vacuum wavelength of 600 nm. It can be seen that the SRS mode has an effective wavelength of L/2 ( Fig. 3(a) ), whereas the FPM ( Fig. 3(b) ) is invariant along the x-axis, indicating the absence of a kx component. Fig. 3(c) shows that the effective wavelength of the T M 1 slab mode occupies a single unit cell indicating that the effective index is smaller than 1 (the unit cell is larger than the vacuum wavelength). To conclude, all three modes have different k X -vectors: for mode A k X =2K, for B k X =0K and for C k X =1K. In all three insets of shifts between the metal plates for the case of outwards pointing gratings as shown in Fig. 1(b) . no interaction between these two modes is observed. Fig. 2(c) shows the opposite scenario, where the A-B modes are not interacting whereas anti-crossing is observed around the A-C intersection. Let us now describe the mechanism that is affecting the interaction between the modes. Due to the fact that mode A is symmetric with k X =2K while mode B is anti-symmetric with k X =0K, the phase matching that allows the A↔B transition to occur, involves interaction with the 2K grating component (more generally, other interactions, e.g.
0K F P M +2K SRS =3K-1K might be possible as well, but are weaker than the "straightforward"
0K F P M +2K SRS =2K interaction, and are therefore not considered). In Table 1 , the values of the phase Φ ((Φ(hK) is the phase of the hth Fourier component, as calculated from Eq. 2) are summarized for the three different values of S/L that were considered in Fig. 2 . First, we consider the A↔B transition. As modes A and B are of opposite symmetry, no interaction is possible unless they undergo a relative phase shift of π with respect to the mirror plane z=0. This is similar to the condition for coupling of symmetric and anti-symmetric modes in photonic grating couplers (see e.g. [18] ). For S/L=0, this condition can not be satisfied.
In this case the gratings have no phase difference with respect to each other and therefore the necessary π phase shift can not be provided. However, for S/L=0.25, Φ(2K) undergoes a π phase shift. This explains the anti-crossing in Fig. 2(b) . For S/L=0.5, Φ(2K) has again the same phase as for S/L=0. Therefore, no anti-crossing is seen in Fig. 2(c) . For the A↔C transition, the considerations are similar, only now the interaction is provided by the 1K component. Again, for S/L=0, no interaction is possible, as the A and C modes have opposite symmetry. As shown in Table 1 , the interacting grating component (i.e. 1K) undergoes a π phase shift for S/L=0.5. Therefore, for these modes we see an anti-crossing in Fig. 2(c) . In Fig. 2(b) , only a partial phase match (phase difference of π/2) is obtained for the A↔C transition, and no clear anti-crossing can be observed.
B. Strong interaction between modes of the same symmetry
When the gratings are pointing "outwards" (with regard to the dielectric region between the two metal plates) as in the previously described case, the anti-crossings observed in Fig.   2 are generally weak. This is because the interactions between the modes occur mostly in the dielectric region between the plates, while the gratings are placed in the opposite sides of the metal plates. Now we consider the case where the gratings are pointing inwards as shown in Fig.1 (c) . The structural parameters are identical to the previously discussed structure, (subsection 3.1) besides that H G =30 nm, with the gratings extending into the dielectric gap between the plates. The absorption curves of this structure are plotted in the S/L=0 scenario that is also shown in Fig. 3(a) . The green, blue and white lines represent SRSPP modes, FPM and WGM respectively (both symmetric and anti-symmetric).
A A ↔C S ) and continue to see interactions between modes of the same symmetry that are due to the 2K component (A A ↔ B A and A S ↔ B S ).
C. Mode hybridization under oblique incidence
We now consider the effect of changing the angle of incidence. For small oblique incident angles (incident TM plane wave is tilted in the X-Z plane), the above discussed plasmonic modes will have two possible frequencies which solve the SPP characteristic equation (Eq.
1) for a given k X . Thus, two branches of the SPP modes originating from k X =0 appear at a dispersion diagram of the structure. This is in contrast to the FPM mode which observe the appearance of a bandgap at k X =0 for S/L=0 and S/L=0.5. This bandgap is due to the 2K grating component, as explained in [3, 6] . As explained in these references, for S/L=0.25, the bandgaps disappear. In Fig. 5(b) (where there are no gaps at k X =0), we have marked the excited modes as SRS, SRA, LRS and FPM. The additional LRA mode is very poorly coupled in this specific configuration and is therefore not observed (we have observed that for thicker gratings, coupling to the LRA becomes significant). To help put the current discussion in the context of the previous section, we also plotted the absorption of the same structure for normally incident light as a function of H A (see Fig. 6 ). The data set at H A =190 nm (see vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6 ) corresponds to the k X =0 case in Fig. 
Next we discuss the interactions between the modes:
A -Interactions between plasmonic and photonic modes. B -Interactions between the plasmonic modes. The mechanism of interactions between plasmonic modes at a single layer for k X =0 was analyzed in [21, 6] , and found to originate from the 2K component. Therefore, we expect that interaction between distinct plasmonic modes will occur if the 2K component will provide the required phase shift to match the symmetry between the plasmonic modes. Thus, interactions between symmetric and anti symmetric modes should be possible only for the case of S/L=0.25. Indeed, it is seen that for such a shift the SRA and SRS modes are interacting whereas for S/L=0
and S/L=0.5 no interaction between these modes can be observed. The interaction between the LRS and SRS is expected to show an opposite behavior. This is because both modes have the same symmetry and therefore the 2K component must not provide any phase shift.
Indeed, interactions are observed for S/L=0 and S/L=0.5 but not for S/L=0.25. 
IV. TUNABLE FILTERING OBTAINED BY SHIFTING THE RELATIVE GRAT-ING POSITION
One of the potential applications of the investigated structure is a tunable filter, where tuning can be obtained by controlling the relative shift between the two plates. Such a tunable filter has been previously proposed for multilayered dielectric structures [22] [23] [24] .
Tunable filtering can be obtained for both the transmission and reflection spectra of the structure. However, while the reflection is significant, the transmission is low. We will first consider the case of reflection tunability, and than discuss the modifications needed for obtaining high transmission that is needed for an efficient tunable transmission filter. Let us consider a structure with the following parameters: L=500 nm, H G =30 nm, H M =30 nm.
We choose d/L=0.5 to maximize the coupling to the SPP modes. As only the 1K component is interacting, the cases of S/L=0 and S/L=0.5 are the two extreme cases (maximal phase difference of π for the 1K component between these two cases). In Fig. 7 for the double plate embedded in an inhomogeneous dielectric index configuration through the investigated structure ( Fig. 7(b) ), the overall transmission efficiency is seen to be very low. As shown before [25, 26] , the transmission mechanism is via localized SPP (LSP) modes that reside in the grating ridges, and not through the flat surface SPPs [27] .
Therefore, in order to enhance the transmission, it is desirable to confine more energy in the grating ridges, at the expense of lower energy concentration at the flat surfaces. A possible way to achieve this is by changing the substrate and superstrate refractive indices to n S =2.6 (e.g. by using Silicon Carbide substrate, see Fig. 1 (d) for a schematic of the structure).
By keeping the metal layers thin (∼20 nm) the SPPs on both interfaces remain coupled.
The SPPs tend to be more confined in the lower index dielectric interface, and to be more radiating at the higher index dielectric. Thereby, for an "inwards" grating configuration, more energy is confined at the grating ridges that reside near the lower index material (Fig. 8) . In Fig. 8 the transmission and reflection spectra are plotted for the following configuration: H A =25 nm H M =25 nm and H G =40 nm. The substrate and the superstrate have a dielectric index of n S =2.6 and the plates are separated by an air gap (n A =1). It is observed that the transmission efficiency is greatly enhanced. The structure still obtains mirror symmetry around Z=0, however the plasmonic modes can no longer be identified has LRSPP or SRSPP as these only exist for the cases for which each plate is embedded in a homogeneous dielectric medium. Still, because of the mirror symmetry, the modes can be classified as symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of the overall structure. It can be seen for the absorption spectra in Fig. 8(c) that an anti-crossing is formed for S/L=0.5. This anti crossing generates the observed shift in the reflection and transmission peaks seen in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) respectively.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We study the plasmonic and photonic modes that are supported by an IMIMI structure made of thin metallic layers. It is shown that by adding grating modulation to both metallic layers, the supported modes can interact. This interaction is explained by the symmetry of the modes and the relative phase shift provided by the grating Fourier components. The various interactions are explored both under normally and oblique incident illumination.
Finally, we show that a relative lateral shift between the two gratings provides tunable filtering properties. Because of the diversity of the supported modes and their interactions, this structure seems to be of interest for further research, and for investigating additional applications, e.g. the selective excitation of plasmonic modes for plasmonic focusing applications [28, 29] .
